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1. Opportunity

A pyrovalve is used to control fluid flow and is most commonly used in the aerospace industry;
the pyrovalve differs from other mechanically actuated valves by generating pressurized gases, usually
via an explosive charge, to move an internal plunger to permit flow, as discussed in greater detail in the
device strategy section of the report. This method of actuation, while only permitting a single-time use,
creates a higher degree of reliability compared to other valve options, especially in a zero-G environment,
and thus makes it a popular option for non-reversible systems (e.g. primary launch stages, pneumatically
controlled stage separation, etc.); additionally, pyrovalves are consistently cheaper and smaller than other
mechanical valves of comparable performance, such as a solenoid or ball valve. As a final advantage,
pyrovalves generally possess lower power requirements than comparable mechanical valve options.

As such, creating reliable pyrovalves has broad applicability in the aerospace industry. Currently,
there is a growing subsector of the aerospace industry and academia pursuing rocket miniaturization,
specifically for sensing applications. Therefore, there is a demand for the miniaturization of supporting
equipment, specifically valves, to advance this pursuit. This project was conceptualized in this context,
with the intention of creating a miniature pyrovalve that could provide the reliability of current
commercial pyrovalve options, except at a smaller scale. This project was an exciting opportunity both to
gain a deeper understanding of the internal functionality of valves as well as applying useful course
concepts to devise an appropriate state machine, properly size and source fittings, including bolts and
washers, interface with analog and digital inputs, design locating features, and ensure the custom-made
actuator fulfilled performance requirements.

Project Required Components:
● Moving parts - Internal plunger. Difficulty arises not from the scale of motion, but rather the

requisite precision of motion.
● Actuator - Project revolved around creating and utilizing a custom actuator from scratch
● Analog input - Load cell
● Digital input - Two buttons
● Microcontroller - ESP32
● State machine using event driven programming - Implemented state machine with event driven

programming
Course components used: State machine programming, sourcing appropriate parts, choosing appropriate
fittings, locating features. Also gained extensive experience in manufacturing and tolerancing, as well as
sizing and installing O-rings.

2. Device Strategy

In a pyrovalve, fluid flow is controlled by moving an internal plunger from the closed to open
configuration. In the closed configuration, the plunger is aligned such that the inlet is bounded between
two sealing O-rings and the large-diameter section of the plunger (figure 1), thus preventing any fluid



flow from the inlet. Upon actuation, gases are created to push the plunger out of the closed configuration.

Fig. 1: Closed Configuration                                                        Fig. 2: Open Configuration
For the purposes of this project, an igniter was used to generate the necessary gases; it was chosen since it
is the safest to handle and has little explosive power. The primary safety concern surrounding igniters is
that they should only be used in a well-ventilated area since the created gases are not safe for inhalation;
this was addressed by conducting all tests outdoors. Additionally, it is necessary that the igniter housing
be airtight such that all energy associated with the created gases is used toward moving the internal
plunger. This proved challenging in the development of this project, requiring approximately 12 tests
featuring different iterations of the igniter housing and plunger housing before a reliable design was
achieved.

Once the plunger moves, the inlet is aligned with a smaller-diameter portion of the plunger such
that flow can occur around it (figure 2), thus connecting the inlet and outlet and allowing flow through the
valve. In this open configuration, the igniter housing is exposed to a small vent port after the plunger has
moved such that the generated gases can escape. There is a physical locating feature at the end of the
internal plunger housing to stop the plunger motion and ensure the inlet and outlet are aligned
appropriately. The inlet also acts as a locating feature for the closed configuration.

Compared to our original design ideas in previous project submissions, this design is much
smaller than our first prototype as we were able to successfully reduce the size of the device. It also does
incorporate all the basic features of the valve as desired in previous submissions with the addition of other
physical features (such as the addition of the o-ring grooves on the plunger housing) which have been
added to improve the project functionality.

3. Integrated Physical System and Function Critical Decisions

In creating the valve, there were several fundamental design considerations that ultimately shaped
the final design. Firstly, the manner in which the igniter is electrically actuated needed to be determined.
A transistor was considered to control this actuation, but the available lab kit transistor (i.e. the MOSFET)
had insufficient maximum amperage restrictions. The igniter draws 1 A of current, while the lab kit
transistor has a maximum drain current of 500 mA; this amperage was tested, but it was insufficient to
actuate the igniter. A relay was then used due to its high amperage capacity.

Additionally, the minimum attainable size (since the project objective was miniaturization) was
constrained by the smallest commercially available O-rings (2mm ID, 4mm OD). This determined the
dimensions of the internal plunger housing, which all other features referenced; thus, relative to this
internal housing, the other valve features’ dimensions were determined appropriately. The internal
housing dimension was based upon the principle that the O-ring needs to be stored in compression, but no
more than 3% of the outer diameter of the O-ring.1 As such, we decided to store the O-ring in 0.5%



compression, which translated to an internal diameter of 3.98mm for the internal plunger housing. This
was later empirically confirmed to be an appropriate compression for full sealing. Also, upon installation,
lubrication was used such that the plunger with the O-rings installed could be pushed into the correct
position in the valve body. One primary challenge that arose was reaching appropriate manufacturing
tolerances such that the 3.98 mm ID could be realized to sufficient accuracy to maintain the airtight
sealing of the plunger. This required many iterations, but it was eventually successfully attained. An
additional sealing challenge was the connection point of the charge holder to the valve body. This was
addressed by utilizing teflon tape around the threads to provide additional sealing.

As the igniter has limited information about what type of pyrogen it contains and how much gas it
uses, calculations could not be easily completed for the force or pressure generated by the igniter;
therefore, working conditions were determined empirically.

4. Circuit and State Transition Diagram

Fig 3: State Transition Diagram

Fig 4: Circuit Diagram

5. Reflection
This project was successful overall. Creating a prototype early which could be iterated on many

times worked very well for us and allowed us enough time to design, order, and manufacture updated
parts after previous iterations didn’t work. If doing this project again, we would buy a 3d printer because
one of the most challenging parts of this project was dealing with very long lead times and inconsistent
print quality from the Jacobs Project Support.
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Appendix A: State Machine Code



Case 3 does not have an event checker since the interrupt attached to the safety button performs

this function and case 4 does not have an event checker since it is a terminal state







Appendix B

Appendix B contains additional full-size images of the CAD along with pictures of the

final design and prototype designs

Valve in the closed position

Valve in the open position



Isometric view of the valve assembly

Valve body and plunger with a dime for scale



Pyro valve body prototypes and final design

Integrated design



Appendix C

Appendix C shows the updated bill of materials for the pyro valve

Bill of materials for the pyro valve


